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ABSTRACT 
Let R = (rl, r2,. ,r,,), S = (sl, s2,. . ., s,), R’= (r;, rz’,. , T,;~), and S’= 
(si. s;,..., s;) be nonnegative integral vectors. Denote by &(R, S) the class 
of (0,l) matrices with row sum vector R and column sum vector S. The three 
classes &(A, S), xf(R’, S’), and &(R + R’, S + S’) are called jointly realizable if 
there exist a matrix A in &‘(R, S) and a matrix B in &( R’, S’) such that A + B E 
s/(R + R’,S + S’). In this paper, we prove that if &(R,S), &(R’, S’), and 
&( R + R’, S + S’) are nonempty but not jointly realizable, then in the first two classes 
there must exist a matrix having one of the following unavoidable configurations: 
A similar theorem is proved about unavoidable configurations in sP(R + R’, S + S’). 
We also give a slight generalization of a theorem of Anstee, regarding joint realization 
of matrices where one of the classes has row sums differing by at most 1, along with a 
very short proof. 
Let R = (r,, r, ,..., r,), S = (sr, sa ,..., sn), R’= (rr’, ra’ ,..., rJ,), and S’= 
(s;, s;,..., s;) be nonnegative integral vectors. Denote by &(R, S) the class 
of (0,l) matrices with row sum vector R and column sum vector S. The three 
classes &(R, S), sP(R’, S’), and JZ?(R + R’, S + S’) are called jointly realiz- 
able if there exist a matrix A in &(R, S) and a matrix B &(R’, S’) such that 
A + B E LzZ(R + R’, S + S’). 
In 1980, R. A. Brualdi and R. P. Anstee [2] independently conjectured 
that xZ(R,S), &(R’, S’), and &‘(R + R’, S + S’) are jointly realizable if and 
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only if they are all nonempty. This, however, turned out not to be the case. 
The first author found the following counterexample [5], given in Example 1, 
for which R = (2, LO), S = (2, LO), R’ = (0,2, l), and S’ = (1,0,2). Before we 
give the example, we define “configuration of (0,l) matrices,” a notion 
introduced by Ryser [9]. 
ISEFINITION 1. Let A be a (O,l>matrix. We say a (O,l)-matrix B is a 
configuration of A if B is a submatrix of A up to permutations of rows and 
columns. 
Throughout this paper, we shall use .&i, &s, and .&s to denote d(R, S), 
d(R’, S’), and d(R + R’, S + S’) respectively. 
EXAMPLE 1 (Chen [5]). Let R = (2, LO), S = (2, LO), R’ = (0,2, l), and 
S’ = (1,0,2). Then d,, &s, and &a are nonempty, but not jointly realizable. 
&r, .zZs, and .zZs each have only one matrix, namely 
respectively. Notice that both A and B have configuration 
( 0 1 0 0 1 0 , I 
and C has configuration ! 1 1 0 1 0.  1
I 
The two configurations given in Example 1 will be used throughout the 
paper; thus we call them K, and K3, respectively. In addition, we define two 
more configurations 
Another counterexample to Brualdi and Anstee’s conjecture was found by 
Anstee [3]. 
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EXAMPLE 2 (Anstee [3]). Let R = S = (3,2,1,0) and R’ = S’ = (0,2,0,2). 
Then .B?‘~, .~!a, and &s, are nonempty, but not jointly realizable. &r, ~+‘a, 
and &‘s each have only one matrix. They are respectively 
Again, observe that A has configuration K,, B has configuration K,, and C 
has configuration K3. 
As a natural next step, it is worthwhile to consider the problem of finding 
the necessary and/or sufficient conditions for the joint realization of (0,l) 
matrices. In this paper, we find sufficient conditions in terms of unavoidable 
configurations. As the reader might guess, it turns out that the configurations 
given in the above examples, namely K,, K,, Ks, and Ks, are unavoidable, 
in general, in the sense that they must appear in the classes which are not 
jointly realizable. We also give a slight generalization of a theorem of Anstee 
(see [2]), regarding joint realization of matrices where one of the classes have 
row sums differing by at most 1, along with a very simple proof which is 
similar to that in [6]. 
LEMMA 1. Zf .EZ( R, S), &( R’, S’), and .&(R + R’, S + S’) are aEZ 
rwnempty but not jointly realizable, then for any matrix A E &‘(R, S) and 
any matrix B E .&‘( R’, S’), A + B must have the jXowing configuration: 
‘2 0 
d, .. 
0 
0 d, 
\ 
tal, dial (i=1,2 ,..., t). (1) 
Proof. Let A be any matrix in Sp,, and B be any matrix in &‘a. Since 
.~?i and &a are not jointly realizable, A + B must have an element 2. Set 
Q=(qij)mxn: 
2 if aij+bij=2, 
1 if aij+bij<l. (2) 
Denote by .s&(R + R’, S + S’) or &so the class of nonnegative integral 
matrices C such that C has row sum vector R + R’ and column sum vector 
S + S’, and C Q Q (where “ < ” is the usual entrywise ordering of matrices). 
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Clearly A + B is in &sp. Since &a is nonempty, there exists a matrix 
C E _c43 c &‘sp. From the interchange theorem of Anstee [l, Theorem 2.21 we 
can obtain C from A + B by a sequence of interchanges. Moreover, we may 
assume without loss of generality that the first interchange applied to A + B 
transforms a 2 to 1. So A + B must have an interchange of the following 
form: 
‘2 bo 
d, ‘. 
b,-, ’ 
tal, d,>l (i=1,2 ,..., t). (3) 
\b, ‘dt/ 
From the definition of interchange, we know that di >, 1 (1 d i d t) and bi is 
less than the corresponding elements in Q, say 9i (1 d i < t). Since 9i d 2, we 
have bi < 1. If bi = 1, by the definition of Q, we have 9i = 1, which 
contradicts bi -C 9i. Hence bi must be zero. This completes the proof. W 
LEMMA 2. Zf .&‘(R, S), &(R’, S’), and &‘(R + R’, S + S’) are all 
nonempty but not jointly realizable, then there exist a matrix A in .&(R, S) 
and a matrix B in .I@‘( R’, S’) such that A + B has the following configuration: 
Proof. Let 
2 
0 
1 1 0 1 I 
1 0 I , k >, 3. (4 
1 0 * .: 0 
0 . I 1 kxk 
A and B be the matrices such that A E .PJ’~, B E d2, and 
A + B has the minimum number of 2’s. By Lemma 1, we may assume 
tal, dial (i=l,%...,t) (5) 
is the interchange such that t is minimum among all the interchanges of 
A + B which contain at least a 2 in the diagonal. Clearly t > 2; otherwise we 
could get a matrix A’ E &, (or B’ E ~4~) such that A’+ B (or A + Z?‘) has 
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fewer 2’s than A + B, a contradiction. So we 
following form: 
may assume (5) is of the 
(2 0 \ 
d, *. 
0 
x di 0 
’ 
t>, 
di+l . . 
0 
1, d,>,l (i=1,2 ,..., t). 
\O dtl 
(6) 
Now we show that x = 1. If x = 0, (6) has a submatrix 
‘2 0 \ 
d, *. 
0 ’ (7) 
\o di/ 
which is an interchange of smaller size, a contradiction. If x = 2, (6) has 
submatrix 
12 0 \ 
di+l *. 
0 ’ (8) 
\o 4, 
which is again a contradiction. By similar argument, it can be shown that (5) 
must be of the following form: 
‘2 0 \ 
1 d, 0 1 
4 0 
(9) 
1 0 Y’o 
(0 4, 
If d, = 2 for some 1~ i =g t - 1, (8) has a submatrix of form (7), a contradic- 
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tion. If d, = 2, then (8) has a submatrix 
1 0 
( 1 0 2’ 
which is not possible by the choice of A and B. Therefore, (5) must be of the 
form (4). This completes the proof. H 
Using 1* to denote the ones in matrices of &(R’, S’), we have 
LEMMA 3. If &(R, S), d(R’, S’), and .JZ?( R + R’, S + S’) are all 
rwnernpty but not jointly realizable, then there exist a matrix A in &‘(R, S) 
and a matrix B in &(R’, S’) such that A + B has one of the following 
configurations: 
‘1+1* 0 1* 
1101 
1* 0 1* 
* H= 1 0 
0 1* 
Y 
\ 0 
( 1+1* 0 1 
1* 1* 0 1” 
1 0 1 
H’= ’ 1* 0 
0 1 
Y 
\ 0 
x 
. 0 
x 
x 
I 
I 
\ 
. 0 
x I kxk 
\ 
kxk 
00) 
where k 2 3, x, y = 1 or l*, and x # y, 
Proof. Let A and B be the matrices such that A E d,, B E dz, and 
A + B has the minimum number of 2’s. By Lemma 1, we may assume 
P = (Pii) = 
1+1* 0 w x 
2 d, 0 
d, *. 
Y 0 
0 d, 
3 t>,2, O,<i,j<t, (11) 
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is the interchange of minimum order among all the interchanges 
which contain a 2 in the diagonal, where di, X, y, z E {l,l*}. 
proceed to show the following: 
di + di+l (1 <i Q t), 
pi,i+p = d,(l< i <t - 2), 
x = d,, Y#d,, z = d,, w z d,. 
81 
of A+-B 
Now we 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
Suppose di = di+l for some i. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
di = di+l = 1. Therefore, (11) has a submatrix 
(“oi dP,,)=(:, f) 05) 
which is also a submatrix of A. If we replace this submatrix in A by 
0 1 ( 1 1 0 I 06) 
and denote the resulting matrix by A’, then it is easy to see A’ + B has the 
same number of 2’s as A + B, but has an interchange of form (11) and of 
order t, which is a contradiction. This proves di # d i + 1 (1~ i < t), that is, 
d, f d,, d,=d,=d,= . . . . ds=d,=d,= . .._ (17) 
By similar arguments, we can establish (13). Lastly, to prove (14) without 
loss of generality, we may assume d t = 1. Suppose x f d t; then r = l*. So 
A + B has a submatrix 
(18) 
If we interchange O’s and l’s of A in the corresponding positions of (18) and 
denote the resulting matrix by A’. Suppose P becomes P’ after the above 
interchange in A. Note that the above interchange does not change the 
number of 2’s. If we delete the first column and the last row of P’, we get an 
interchange of A’ + B of the form (11) and of order t. This is a contradiction. 
The rest of (14) can be verified similarly. From (13) (14) and (17) it is easy 
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to see that A + B must have configuration H or H’ in (10). This completes 
the proof. n 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Zf &(R, S), .&(R’, S’), and .&( R + R’, S + S’) are all 
n&empty but not jointly realizable, then there exist a matrix A in .&‘(R, S) 
and a matrix B in .rz?(R’, S’) such that both A and B have one of the 
following configurations: 
K,= 
/, 
i 
1 1 0 
I\ 
c\ 1 u u 
\ 
J 
KC1100 4 
i 1 1 0 0 1 
0 0’ 0 0 
(1% 
0 n U Ul 
0 0 0 0 
Proof. From Lemma 3, we know that there exist a matrix A E Sp, and 
a matrix B E A2 such that A + B has configuration H or H’ in (10). 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that A + B has the first configura- 
tion H. When t = 2, H becomes 
i 
1+1* 0 1* 
1 1 0 
0 0 1* 
In this case, both A and B have configuration K,. When t = 3, H becomes 
Therefore, A has configuration K, and B has configuration K,. When t > 4, 
H contains a submatrix of the following form; 
(22) 
10 1 
0 1* 0 1* 
00 10 
0 0 0 1* 
In this case, both A and B have configuration K,. This completes the proof. 
n 
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REMARK 1. From the proof of Theorem 1 we see that at least one of A 
and B must have the configuration K,. 
REMAW 2. It can be seen from the proof of Theorem 1 that the desired 
configurations of A and B must occupy at least four common positions. 
From Theorem 1 we prove 
THEOREM 2. If ti(R, S), &(R’, S’), and xZ(R + R’, S + S’) are all 
nonempty, but they are not jointly realizable, then there exists a matrix C in 
A?( R + R’, S + S’) which has one of the following configurations: 
1 
1 
1 I1 1 1 1 
K3= i 11 Kc111 4 (23) 
1 
0 
0, I 
0 110 1 1 0’ 
\l 10 0 
Proof. Let E, denote the m-vector consisting of l’s and .l,,,,, denote 
the m X n matrix of 1’s. If A is an m X n (0,l) matrix, we write A for 
I_ m Xn - A. Now we know that 2s = &‘( nE, - (R + R’), mE, - (S + S’)) and 
x2, = d(nE,,, - R, mE, - S) are nonempty, because for any C E _&s and 
A E &r we have c E ~?a and AE &?r. It is easy to see that for any (0,l) 
matrices A, B, and C, we have A + B = C if and only if A= C-t B. 
Therefore J&‘,, .&‘s, and ~8s are jointly realizable if and only if ~?a, &s, and 
~?r are jointly realizable. It follows that .~?s, .~‘s, and 2r are not jointly 
realizable, since we know .&r, &‘s, and &s are not jointly realizable. From 
Theorem 1 we see that there exists a matrix C in 2s which has configura- 
tion K, or K,. Hence c is in &s, and it has configuration K3 or K4. This 
completes the proof. n 
From Theorem 1, we get two corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1 (Brualdi and Ross [4]). Let R = (r,, rz,. . . , T,), S = 
(s1, sz, * * * > sJ, and let R’= (r;, rl,. . . , r;), S’= (s;, s;,. . . , s;), with ri’ = ri or 
ri’ = ri - 1 (i = 1,2,..., m) and with sj=si or sj=si-1 (j=1,2,...,n). 
Then there exist a matrix A in ZZ?( R, S) and a matrix B in -01( R’, S’) such 
that B G A if and only if both d(R, S) and d(R’, S’) are nonempty. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R =(r,,r, ,..., r,,J S =(sl, s2 ,..., s,), and let R’= 
(r;,r; ,..., r;), S’=(s;,s; ,..., s;). If ri+ri’<2 for i=1,2 ,..., m, then 
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.&‘(R, S), &‘(R’, S’), and .z?(R + R’, S + S’) are jointly realizable if and only 
if they are all nonempty. 
As mentioned in [2], Anstee observed that the technique of the proof of 
Corollary 1 in [4] can be used to get the following improvement: 
THEORXM 3 (Anstee; see [2]). Let R = (r,, rz,. . . , r,), S = (sr, ss,. . . , sn), 
and k be a nonnegative integer. Let R’= (I-{, ri,. .., rd) and S’= 
($, s‘$, f * * 9 s,!,), where q’=q-k or ri’==q-k-l for i=l,2,...,m and 
where s; G s j for j = 1,2,. . . , n. Then there exist a matrix A in &‘(R, S) and a 
matrix B in &‘(R’, S’) such that B < A if and only if both &‘(R, S) and 
&(R’, S’) are nonempty. 
In the next theorem, we give a slight generalization of Theorem 3 with a 
surprisingly short proof. 
THEOREM 4. Let R = (rl, rz, . . . , rm), S = (si, sa, . . . , sn), and 
k, k,, kz,..., km be nonnegative integers satisfying k < k i < k + 1 or ri = k i < 
k+l for i=1,2 ,..., m. Let R’=(rl-kl,r2-k2 ,..., r,-k,,,) and S’= 
($3 s;, * * * 9 s;), where sj < sj for j = 1,2,. . . , n. Then there exist a matrix A in 
&‘(R, S) and a matrix B in &(R’, S’) such that B d A if and only if both 
,Oe( R, S) and &(R’, S’) are rwnempty. 
Proof. The necessity of the theorem is obvious. To prove sufficiency, 
choose two matrices A E &‘(R, S), C E JT~( R’, S’) such that _P = ( pij) = 
A+ C has as few 2’s as possible. If P is a (0,l) matrix, let P = B. Then we 
have B E &(R’, S’) and B Q A. If P has an entry 2, say pi, = 2, then 5 f ki 
and there must be a 0 in the t th column of P, say p .t = 0. Because the row 
sumvectorof Pis(n-k,,n-k,,..., n - k,), ki = &! ork+landkj<k+ 
1, there exists a column I such that pil < Q[. Thus, we can reduce the 
number of 2’s in P by an interchange in A or C, a contradiction. This 
completes the proof. m 
It is clear that the above proof implies a very simple algorithm for finding 
the A and B in Theorem 4. 
The first author would like to thank Professor Doron Zeilberger for his 
encouragement. 
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